Wiring & Installation Manual
Revision 1.0

BMS_S16CHv2
(Battery Management System)

A battery management system (BMS) is an electronic system that monitors and controls the charging and discharging
of rechargeable batteries. Bms_S16CHv2 is designed to protect and manage battery packs.

BMS_S16CHv2 Wiring and Manual

SAFETY:
Important - Read the following page carefully to prevent damage to the battery packs.

This product has been designed for internal mounting in a battery system. Installation must be carried out by a
qualified person trained in the field of electrical engineering and the safety of battery systems. This person is
responsible for determination of the suitability of this product, selection of the cross-section of the wires, wiring
methods, interconnects, and complying with any regulations, standards, or codes. Do not use this product if you
are unsure if you have the necessary skills.
During any change in the wiring of the battery system, the voltage tap connectors should be DISCONNECTED
from the BMS. This will prevent accidental BMS damage and ensure personal security. Wiring a battery system
with a BMS connected increases the risk of electric shock or fire due to short circuits.
Before connecting the voltage connectors to the BMS, the correct wiring should be checked. Failure to do so
may result in damage to the BMS. Damage to the BMS from invalid connection or misuse is not covered under
warranty, and some incorrect wiring may pose a personal safety risk or fire risk from energy from the battery
pack. Leaving the BMS connected to cells when incorrectly wired may drain incorrectly wired cells, even when
the unit is turned off which may permanently damage connected cells.
Battery packs must be protected from over current with a suitable current limiter such as a fuse. When a fuse or
safety disconnect is used between the first and last cell of the battery pack, BMS must be wired properly. If a
fuse blows or if the safety disconnect is pressed BMS damage may occur due to voltage potential. Make sure that
all cells are connected to the BMS. It is the customer's responsibility to ensure the BMS is connected to all cells.
Paralleling separate strings of li-ion batteries together requires special considerations and a method
to isolate each string from each other.
The customer is responsible for preventing unauthorized access to systems and networks.

A DAMAGED BMS MUST BE DISCONNECTED IMMEDIATELY FROM THE BATERY PACK
AND REMOVED. NEVER CONTINUE TO USE A DAMAGED BMS UNIT.
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Overview:
Development in the technology of rechargeable lithium batteries has been steadily increasing their performance
and making them more safe, reliable, cheap, and easy to manufacture. The most commonly used battery systems
on the market contain detailed voltage and temperature parameters for selected cells. If operated outside these
limits, they will fail prematurely and pose safety risks due to reactive components inside them. There is one
more problem: since lithium-chemical cells are very intolerant to overcharging, they have no natural equalization
mechanism when they are connected in series. Any charge imbalance between cell will increase with each cycle
of operation. If no precautionary measures are taken, rapidly reducing the usable capacity of the entire battery
pack and potentially causing its premature failure. To overcome these problems and take full advantage of the
benefits of lithium batteries, it is necessary to use intelligent battery management system, which can
independently monitor the battery parameters at the level of individual cells in real time.
Our solution is adapted to the latest version of battery management systems with a unique set of utility functions.
The BMS_S16CHv2device is an integrated 16-cell battery monitoring and protection device, designed for
high-reliability automotive applications. The monitors and detects several different fault conditions,
including: over-voltage, under-voltage, over-temperature, and communication faults.

The system can measure and balancing voltage on 16 cell batteries in real time. The cell number is
programmatically declared via can. in the system it is also possible to declare the number of temperature sensors
from among the maximum number of eight. The system is additionally equipped with four analogue open
collector outputs and three digital inputs.
The system can work as an independent system (after determining the BMS version) or with a supervisory
device (in the company's offer under the name BMS_uMaster).

Features:









Monitors and Balances 6-to-16 Cells per Device
High Performance 14-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter
All Cells Converted in 2.4 ms (Nominal)
8 Channel temperature sensing for cell temperature in single device.
1xCANBus Interface to connect BMS_uMaster.
Up to 254 Modules can be connected to single BMS_uMaster monitoring 4064 battery cells.
Input and output daisy chain connector for easy connecting (Power + CANBus).
Built in CANBus terminator.

Aplications:








High Performance sport vehicles.
Heavy utility vehicles : Buses, Garbage Collecting, Road Cleaning Vehicles.
Small city cars.
Medium and large battery packs used in mining industry.
Electric and Hybrid Electric Vehicles (EV, HEV, PHEV, Mild Hybrid)
Energy Storage (ESS) and UPS.
E-Bikes, E-Scooters.
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Technical information:
BMS can be mounted in any orientation. Intended for use in moderately protected locations in the temperature
range from -40 ° C to + 80 ° C. BMS cannot be used in environments where flammable gases may be present. If
the BMS will be in an area exposed to harsh conditions such as moisture etc must be placed in a suitable
protective enclosure which provides sufficient heat exchange and protection against the ingress of water and
other small items. It should be noted that lithium batteries themselves must also usually be protected from these
harsh elements of the environment. The device must not be surrounded or sealed with thermal insulation
material. Blocking ventilation or thermal insulation of the device may constitute a fire hazard.
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Physical Mounting:
To facilitate installation, pre-clamped a wires bundle are available from the Elimen Group and are recommended
for prototyping and small series. However, for larger productions it is preferable that the cable harnesses are
manufactured to order in accordance with the exact specifications, because it reduces waste and assembly time.
Contact the Elimen Group for recommendations on cable design for custom cable harnesses. Below is a table
showing connectors, crimping tools and official assembly tools for connectors designed for BMS.
Most connectors are Molex parts:
Table 1.0: The connectors:
Connector
Voltage Tap
Main Batery Tap
Temperature Sensor

Housing
436450500
436450800
436450900
436451000

Crimps
430300001
430300001
430300001

Table 1.1: The tools for use in assembling the above connectors – crimps 430300001:
Application tooling
Extraction Tool
Insertion Tool for Micro-Fit 3.0 and CRC Male and
Female Crimp Terminals, 20-30 AWG
Hand Crimping Tool

Official Hand Crimping Tool
11030043
638120800
638190000

Warning: Always disconnect all power, especially on
cell taps, before servicing or altering connectors.
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Mechanical specifications:
Table 1.2: BMS Physical Specifications
Application tooling
Dimensions
Wright
Mounting hole diameter

Official Hand Crimping Tool
97,67 x 109,22 mm
100g
3.5mm

Mounting hole locations on the BMS.
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Device wiring:

Top PCB view.
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Power Supply Connectors:

Position of the power supply connectors.

Pinout of the power supply connectors.

Table 1.3: Pinout Power Supply connectors:

Pin Number
1
2
3
4
5

Name
+
L
H
F

Description
Power Supply Input.
Power Supply Ground.
CAN interface with high and low signal lines.
Fault Safety Signal. An open drain digital Low/High signal used as a safety
switch. A low logic level indicates that a fault condition has occurred.

IMPORTANT: as in any electrical device, all electrical connections connected to the BMS
must be protected by a current limiter. This protection should be selected according to the
cross-section of the cables connected to the device. When choosing this protection, pay
attention to the fuse voltage, its value should not be lower than the maximum operating value.
A properly selected circuit breakers will protect electrical wires against short circuits.
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In bms there are two power connectors connected in a parallel. This allows a simple way to distribute power
supply and CAN Bus signals for subsequent BMS modules. The last module requires a 120R terminating resistor
on the CAN line.

Connection of Bms modules with master system using external power supply.

Each Bms is protected with a resettable fuse of 1.5A and has been designed to be powered from an external
supply voltage or from from the baterry pack. To determine the correct version, contact the Elimen Group.
External power supply should be between 8 and 15V. The power consumed is about 0.4W and depends on the
supply voltage and external devices connected to BMS. If the voltage is lower than 8V, the Bms may turn off.
After exceeding the maximum upper voltage value equal 20V, the unit may be damaged.
All BMS inputs are not isolated from the power source. When supplying BMS from a battery pack, it should be
particularly noted that BMS will discharge the battery pack. Especially dangerous this is when the battery pack
will not be charged for a long time. It is necessary to use an anti-discharge system. If in its absence the whole
battery pack can damage in one single event.
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CAN interfaces:
CAN interfaces are differential node buses and require twisted pair wire (2 wires) to communicate. For best
operation, shielded twisted pair wire should be used for protection against electrical noise immunity. The shield
should be grounded at a single point only, ideally as close as possible the output of the power supply that powers
the nodes connected to the CAN network in order to avoid ground loops. If shielded twisted pair is not used, Can
network should be as close as possible to a single line structure. Controller Area Networks (CAN) require
exactly two 120 ohm termination resistors on the two physical ends of the bus to operate properly. Each unit has
a Can termination resistor. It is located on the bottom layer under the power connector. For termination, make a
jumper as shown in the figure below or remove it to disconnect the 120R terminating resistor.

Jumper for CAN line termination.

A CANBUS can have many nodes attached to a single bus. If only two nodes are attached, they should be at the
physical ends of the cable with a termination resistor as close to each end as possible. While the entire CANBUS
cable can be very long (up to 30 meters for 1mpbs, 100 meters for 500kbps, or 500 meters for 125kbps), the taps
off the main wire for additional nodes should be kept less than about 1 meter off the main cable. The bus must be
properly terminated even if it appears to work with just one termination resistor! After wiring the CAN
interfaces, verify proper termination by using an ohm-meter to check the resistance between CAN_H and
CAN_L. In order to verify the resistance, all power must be removed from all devices on the CANBUS. The
total resistance should measure 60 ohms (two 120 ohm resistors in parallel = 60 ohms.)

Fault Safety Signal:
This signal is an open collector. It should be connected via a pull-up resistor with a value of 4k7 to the supply
voltage. Do not connect this signal directly to the power supply. If the power supply voltage is directly
connected to this pin, this signal will short-circuit to ground.
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Temperature sensor connector:

Temperature sensor connector.

Pinout of the temperature sensor connector.

The measuring inputs of the temperature sensors are not electrically isolated from the rest of the pins and
a breakdown in isolation may cause a short! which will damage the module. Fuses to guard against shorts on
the sensor may be necessary in some applications.
External temperature sensors are able to measure temperatures from -40 ° C up to 120 ° C. Temperature sensor
can be attached to the battery cells in different ways depending on the type of cell. They can be taped or glued
to cells. Care must be taken to ensure that sensors are sufficiently electrically isolated from the battery pack.
Table 1.4: Pinout temperature sensor connector:

Pin Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
TS1
TS2
TS3
TS4
TS5
TS6
TS7
TS8
+
-

Description
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
Input for temperature sensor.
3.3V to supply temperature sensors.
Ground.
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In the current version of the BMS software, the temperature characteristics are permanently set for the LM20
sensor. The selected sensor is recommended because of many advantages such as precision, wide temperature
measurement range −55°C to 130°C, predominately linear transfer function. The accuracy of the LM20 when
specified to a parabolic transfer function is ±1.5°C At an ambient temperature of 30°C. The temperature error
increases linearly and reaches a maximum of ±2.5°C at the temperature range extremes. The temperature range
is affected by the power supply voltage The LM20 quiescent current is less than 10 μA Therefore, self-heating is
less than 0.02°C in still air.
In later versions of the software, an additional function will be introduced enabling setting the temperature
characteristics, thus giving the possibility of connecting an unlimited number of sensors. If you want to use a
non-LM20 temperature sensor, please contact the Elimen Group to determine the software version. The
measuring inputs allow connecting sensors with lower or equal 5v output voltage.
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Battery voltage cell connector:

READ THIS ENTIRE SECTION BEFORE WIRING. All battery packs
must be suitably protected against over-current.

Position of the Battery voltage cell connector.

Pinout of the power Battery voltage cell connector.
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Table 1.5: Pinout Power Battery voltage cell connector:

Pin Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Name
B0
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16

Description
Connect to the negative pin of the 1 st cell
Channel 1. Connect to the positive pin of the 1 nd cell
Channel 2. Connect to the positive pin of the 2 nd cell
Channel 3. Connect to the positive pin of the 3 rd cell.
Channel 4. Connect to the positive pin of the 4 th cell.
Channel 5. Connect to the positive pin of the 5 th cell.
Channel 6. Connect to the positive pin of the 6 th cell.
Channel 7. Connect to the positive pin of the 7 th cell.
Channel 8. Connect to the positive pin of the 8 th cell.
Channel 9. Connect to the positive pin of the 9 th cell.
Channel 10. Connect to the positive pin of the 10 th cell.
Channel 11. Connect to the positive pin of the 11 th cell.
Channel 12. Connect to the positive pin of the 12 th cell.
Channel 13. Connect to the positive pin of the 13 th cell.
Channel 14. Connect to the positive pin of the 14 th cell.
Channel 15. Connect to the positive pin of the 15 th cell.
Channel 16. Connect to the positive pin of the 16 th cell.

Both connectors are connected in parallel, which allows you to easily connect subsequent BMS modules in
series.

For both safety and BMS health, it is very important to disconnect the cell
tap wires before making any modifications to the battery wiring.
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16 cell connected to BMS.

The Bms unit can be used to monitor between 1 and 16 cells in series, with the total pack voltage
not to exceed 80V at any time. Cells are numbered from the lowest stack potential to the highest stack potential
starting at the pack negative and working up in number towards pack positive.
For high voltage or high intensity batteries, it is desirable for safety reasons to have a disconnector and / or fuses
located in the center of the battery pack. In this case, disconnection of the safety disconnector or fuse effectively
divides the battery into two smaller sets and the service becomes more secure.
These protections can be placed on the positive cable with the highest potential battery, on the gnd cable with the
lowest potential, and between each of the BMS module. It is not recommended for safety reasons to use the fuses
or disconnectors between the cells of a single module cell B0 to cell B16. When a fuse burst or the disconnector
is turned off, full battery pack voltage can be appear on the measuring pins of one of the cell bms. If such a high
voltage occurs at one measuring point, it can cause damage to the entire BMS. This damage is not covered by the
warranty. This damage is most often caused by inductance of the battery cables, the occurrence of capacitors in
the charger, connected load, electric arc etc.
The BMS has internal protection diodes within each cell group that can pass current from one cell
to another if the voltage of the adjacent cell is more than 5V or less than 0V.
Also due to this protection it is not recommended to use a fuse / disconnector between measuring points. When
the fuse blows or the disconnector is turned off current can flow through the BMS, bypassing the safety
disconnect or fuse leading to dangerous conditions.

Note: incorrect BMS wiring can also cause current flow through the BMS protection diode.
Catastrophic damage to the BMS is possible and damage from incorrect wiring is not covered
by the warranty.
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5 cell connected to BMS.

In case of connecting less than the maximum cell to BMS, short-circuit unused pins with the cell with the highest
voltage potential.
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Busbar

Busbar connection.

It is permissible to place a busbar between the cells of a single module - cell B0 to cell B16 as in the example
drawing above. Such connection reduces the measurement by one voltage cell, thus solution eliminating the
measurement error related to the voltage drop on the busbar. The measuring input connected on the busbar
should be turned off in the software.
When bms is connected to the battery pack, do not disconnect the busbar. Disconnection may cause all battery
voltage to appear on two adjacent measurement pins due to e.g. capacitors in the charger, loads etc.
Because these voltages significantly exceed the maximum rated voltage between two measuring pins, this will
damage the module. It is important to note that a battery charger or load does not need to be connected to the
battery pack to cause high voltages between cell taps when a busbar is removed. Isolation faults, built up charge
against the chassis (stray capacitance), or capacitors on snubber circuits can all be enough to cause
damage. Additionally, this can be caused by intentional re-wiring of the battery pack or by loose busbars (which
also pose a fire risk from arcing.)
Voltage measurements are made from the lowest cell to the cell with the highest potential. For example, when
the unit measures voltage on Cell - 1, it measures the voltage between tap B0 and B1.
This has some limitations if busbar or long cable is used at the measurement site, this causes a voltage drop on
this element. Each electrical element has resistance. It generates an error during measurement, the voltage drop
on this element is also included in the cell voltage. The voltage drop will change with the load. To eliminate this
measuring error, it is recommended to connect one of the inputs, e.g. b3 to the beginning and b4 to the end of the
busbar / cable. Then the software should block the measuring channel.
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CAN addressing:

Example address setting 0b00000001.

The CAN communication uses extended frame format with 29-bit identifiers. The address of each module is set
manually. The dip-switch in the module is responsible for this. The LSByte value is placed under 1 and MSByte
under 8. A base value is assigned to the Can frame. 0x00000700 + dip-switch for frames sent by the unit and
0x00000600 + dip-switch for frames recive by the unit.
The maximum address that can be set on the dipswitch is 0xFE. The basic frame address + 0xFF is the broadcast
address - all modules will receive information if we send a frame with this id number.

Base CAN address TX = 0x00000700 + dip swich
Base CAN address RX = 0x00000600 + dip swich
Table 1.6: Addressing method using dip switch:

CAN Identifier

Description

For Tx frames
For Rx frames

0b111xxxxxxxx where 8bit xxxxxxxx is dip switch value
0b110xxxxxxxx where 8bit xxxxxxxx is dip switch value

The first module should have dipswich set to 0. When addressing modules, it is important to keep the
consecutive numbering.

Example of dip switch setting.
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Example:
Dip switch value is set 0x00000001
Tx frames = 0x00000701
Rx frames = 0x00000601
In the basic version, BMS has a fixed baudrate Can value of 250kbps. This is associated with the cooperation of
Bms_uMaster and the possibility of connecting as much as possible BMS node number. If you wish to change
baudrate Bms, please contact Elimen Group to determine the software version.

Table 1.5: Frame construction:

CAN
Identifier

DLC

Data0

Data1..Data7

A (unique)
identifier which
also represents
the message
priority

Number
of bytes
of data
(0–8
bytes)

Device control command. Execution may be
responsible for writing or reading. In the
absence of data data1..data7 – DLC = 1, we
want to read the information from the device.
Adding data1..data7 will save the information
in the indicated register.

Data to be
transmitted (length
in bytes dictated by
DLC field)

Table 1.6: List of all commands sent via frames.

Command address - data0:

Response address data0:

0x01 – Module initialization

0x03 – status initialization
0x04 – ALIVE WATCHDOG

0xA1 – SET PWM

0x03 – PWM Value

0x02 – Get cell Voltage, Temperature,
PWM:

0xA0 – Value voltage, temperature, pwm
0x05 – average, minimum, maximum cell voltage
0x06 – average, minimum, maximum cell
temperature

MODULE INITIALIZATION:
After applying the supply voltage, correct BMS operation is signaled by the continuous lighting of the OK diode
and the blinking CAN diode in fixed time intervals - 800ms. See LED Status Light. Before initialization, the
BMS system will not respond to any commands except start. After receiving the start command initialization
will start with an average duration of about 300 ms and is signaled by sending can frames at address 0x03.
The frame contains information about the initialization status such as started, done or timeoute. After successful
initialization, the device starts sending an alive watchdog frame. This frame has an informative function
signaling presence on the CAN line and sending the cell number detected by the module.
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Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

1

0x01

Response message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

3

0x03

Status

Cell
Count

Description of response values:
Value
Status

Description
Initialization status:
1 - STARTED
2 - TIMEOUT
3 - DONE
Number of cells detected by the module 0..16

Cell Count

ALIVE WATCHDOG
SENT EVERY 500ms

Frame is sent at fixed intervals of 500 ms. The frame is sent automatically during correct module operation. It
contains information about the number of detected cells, the status on the can line and the total voltage of all
cells. If there is no alive frame on the can line or if there is a frame error, reinitialize the device. After BMS
initialization to maintain correct operation of the module, send the correct Can frame to its address. Each
correctly received frame by BMS resets the communication watchdog. If the frame is not received for more than
5s, the module will report an error by sending a fault frame and disable balancing.
Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data1

Data2

4

0x04

Module
Cell
Number

Communication
Status

Battery pack
voltage
MSByre

Battery pack
voltage
LSByte

Description of response values:
Value
Module Cell Number
Communication Status

Battery pack voltage

Description
Number of detected Cells
Communication Status:
0 – UNKNOWN
1 – OK
127 – TIMEOUT
255 – FAIL
The voltage of the entire battery pack
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SET PWM:
the BMS module is equipped with passive balancing. In the current version there is no PWM control, the
module, when receiving a command from the supervisory system, enables or disables balancing accordingly.

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

3

0xA1

Module
Cell
Number

PWM

Response message using extended identifier (can be periodically broadcasted):
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

3

0x03

Status

Cell
Count

Description of response values:
Value
Module Cell Number
PWM

Description
1..16 - Select the cell for balancing
0 - Select all cells
Set balancing value.
0 – DISABLE BALANCING
1 – ENBLE BALANCING

Get cell Voltage, Temperature, PWM:
After receiving the request at the address 0x02, the module will respond with a data series. The number of
frames with the address 0xA0 will depend on the detected cells. In addition, a module sends information frames
with maximum, minimum and average values for voltages and temperatures.
Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

1

0x02

Response message using extended identifier.
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

Data5

6

0xA0

Module
Cell
Number

Voltage
MSByte

Voltage
LSByte

Temperature

Current
PWM
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Description of response values VOLTAGE TEMERATURE PWM:
Value
Module Cell Number
Voltage

Description
Cell number
Cell Voltage
example: MSB = 0x10, LSB = 0xE5 –> 4325 mV
Cell Temperature
example: 0x17 –> 23
cell Pwm
1 –> balancing enabled
0 –> balancing disabled

Temperature
Current PWM

Response message using extended identifier AVERAGE VOLTAGE.
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

Data4

7

0x05

Average cell
voltage
MSByte

Average
cell
voltage
LSByte

Minimum
cell
voltage
MSByte

Minimum
cell voltage
LSByte

Data4
Maximu
m cell
voltage
MSByte

Data6
Maximu
m cell
voltage
LSByte

Description of response values:
Value
Average cell voltage

Description
Average voltage value calculated from all detected cells
example: MSB = 0x10, LSB = 0xE5 –> 4325 mV
Minimal voltage value calculated from all detected cells
example: MSB = 0x10, LSB = 0xE5 –> 4325 mV
Maximum voltage value calculated from all detected cells
example: MSB = 0x10, LSB = 0xE5 –> 4325 mV

Minimum cell voltage
Maximum cell voltage

Response message using extended identifier AVERAGE TEMPERATURE.
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

Data3

4

0x06

Average cell
temperature

Minimum cell
temperature

Maximum cell
temperature

Description of response values:
Value
Average cell temperature
Minimum cell temperature
Maximum cell temperature

Description
Average temperature value calculated from all detected cells
example: 0x17 –> 23 °C
Minimal temperature value calculated from all detected cells
example: 0x17 –> 23 °C
Maximum temperature value calculated from all detected cells
example: 0x17 –> 23 °C
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SET VOLTAGE CELL BLOCKING:
This comedy allows software blocking of selected measuring inputs. In the case of connections e.g. using a
busbar or long connecting cables (see Busbar wiring) occurring between the first and last cell of the module
This blockade allows exclusion of measuring inputs measuring on elements with the same voltage potential (see
busbar connection) The measured values of these inputs will not be included in the average, minimum and
maximum calculations.

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

3

0xA6

Cell
blocking
MSByte

Cell
blocking
LSByte

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

1

0xA7

Response message using extended identifier (can be periodically broadcasted):
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

3

0xA7

Cell
blocking
MSByte

Cell
blocking
LSByte

Description of response values:
Value
Cell blocking

Description
Blocked voltage cell in module. Value unsigned int
Example:
0x0001 –> 0b000000000000001 –> 1st cell blocked
0x0008 –> 0b000000000001011 –> 1st, 2nd , 4th cells are blocked
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SET TEMPERATURE CELL BLOCKING:
If any of the sensors are not connected, it must be blocked in the software.
The measured values of these inputs will not be included in the average, minimum and maximum calculations.

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

3

0xC0

Cell
blocking

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

1

0xC2

Response message using extended identifier (can be periodically broadcasted):
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

2

0xC1

Cell
blocking

Description of response values:
Value
Cell blocking

Description
Blocked temperature cell in module. Value unsigned int
Example:
0x0001 –> 0b000000000000001 –> 1st cell blocked
0x0008 –> 0b000000000001011 –> 1st, 2nd , 4th cells are blocked
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FAULT FRAME
every 100 ms if alarm occured:
Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

Data1

Data2

3

0xA2

Alarm
MSByte

Alarm
LSByte

Description of response values:
Value
Cell blocking

Description
Alarms:
0 – NO ERRROR
1 – WRONG INIT - CRC OR WRONG NBR CELL
2 – WRONG NUMBER READ/SET FROM BALANCER
4 – TIMEOUT CAN
8 – WRONG CRC
16 – WATCHDOG
13 – WRONG POWERSUPPLY
64 – RESTART BALANCER

WRONG INIT - Incorrect initialization may be caused by an insufficient number of connected cells. The
minimum number of cells is 5 for BMS power supply from a battery pack.
WRONG NUMBER READ - A software error has occurred in the module. The most common cause of this
error is flash memory damage or strong electromagnetic radiation that disrupted the processor
TIMEOUT CAN - the system did not get the control frame for a period longer than 5s. After this time, the
system switches off all balancers.
WRONG CRC - Software error after correct module initialization each command received from the master
system is written to the register. The written value is calculated to CRC. If it does not match the expected one, it
generates an error. The most common cause of this error is flash memory damage or strong electromagnetic
radiation that disrupted the procesor.
WATCHDOG RESTART - Processor error. The most common cause of this error is flash memory damage or
strong electromagnetic radiation that disrupted the procesor.
WRONG POWERSUPPLY - incorrect power supply operation. The supply voltage has fallen below 2.3V.
This is hardware damage. The module should be replaced immediately.
RESTART BALANCER - information about disabling balancing caused by not receiving a control frame.
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SAVE SETTINGS TO NONVOLATILE MEMORY:
This command is used to save data to flash memory.

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Rx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

1

0x07

Request message using extended identifier:
CAN
Identifier
Base Tx +
dip switch

DLC

Data0

1

0xB1

LED Status:
The BMS module is equipped with two LEDs described OK and CAN. These diodes describe the module status.
the module has three operating states. coorect work mode, bootloader mode, damage.
Coorect work mode:
The "CAN" diode indicates the correct operation of the processor and its peripherals. This means that the LED
blinks during 800ms while the "OK" LED glows steadily.
Bootloader programming mode:
Both LEDs blink alternately during 200ms. You can enter the bootloader mode through the appropriate
command.
Module damaged:
After power up, both LEDs blink alternately - just like in bootloader mode. After applying power, BMS validates
the program placed in Flash memory. The corrupt program in memory will cause the BMS to go into the
bootloader programin mode.
The Can diode blinks rapidly. This indicates the detection of incorrect operation of the processor or its
peripherals. The system does not react to external commands and should be replaced immediately. If the "OK"
LED is off, it means that an error has occurred in the system - the exact type of error can be read on the CAN
line. Types of errors are presented in FAULT FRAME. If an error occurs, reinitialize the module.
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MCP9700A
Parameter
Sensor Accuracy

Sym

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Unit

Ta = -40°C to +125°C

Tacy

-2.0

±1

+4

°C

Parameter
Sensor Accuracy

Sym

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Unit

Ta = -40°C to +130°C

Tacy

-2.0

±2.5

+5

°C

Parameter
Power Supply

Sym

Min.

Typ.

Max.

Unit

Operatin Voltage Range
Operating Current
Min. number of cells

Vdd
Idd
-

5

12
30

15

V
Ma

4.950
67.2
+80

V
V
°C
mA

LM20

BMS

Battery cell voltage
Battery pack voltage
Operating temperature
Balancing current

Ta
Ib

Bartery Power
supply
1.000
15
-40

20
200
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